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Governor Martinez Vetoes
Solar Tax Credit

PNM’s Future
By Gary Vaughn, NMSEA President
The PNM San Juan Generating Station Settlement
and the pending 2014 PNM Rate Case have been on the
NM Public Regulation Commission (PRC) agenda for a
while now. The PRC Commissioners’ decisions in these
cases will have far-reaching impacts on New Mexico’s
electrical energy future. Most New Mexicans pay little or
no attention to PRC hearings and decisions, even when
they affect residential electricity rates. These two cases
are sure to affect electricity rates in a major way.
A publicly owned corporation like PNM is required
by US law to make “increasing shareholder value” a top
priority at all times. When a utility like PNM is granted a
monopoly by the State of New Mexico, there has to be a
“check and balance” in place to protect the interests of
NM customers, who have no choice except to buy
PNM’s
electricity
at
PNM’s
price.
PNM’s 2014 Rate Case Proposal lays out a major overhaul (and a big increase) in how much PNM’s customers
are charged, as well as a series of stiff penalties for
PNM’s residential and small business rooftop solar customers. PNM executives have decided to penalize
PNM’s solar PV customers at the same time the US Government and the State of New Mexico are trying to
encourage New Mexicans to go solar! The 2014 PNM
Rate Case proposal is 100% about what’s best for PNM’s
bottom line. PNM has apparently abandoned all pretext
of being concerned about anything else.
In New Mexico, the PRC is tasked with
representing the “public interest,” while PNM and
other regulated utilities are expected to defend their own
corporate interests. This adversarial approach can have
serious shortcomings. Large regulated utilities like PNM
usually have deep pockets and enormous political clout.
Over the years, PNM has played a significant role in
shaping the regulatory rules that the PRC is required to
follow.
Here are a few examples of counterproductive PRC
practices and possible remedies:
1) Participating in formal PRC cases can be very
expensive. Current PRC rules allow PNM to recover all
NMSEA
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By Ron Herman, Editor
In March both houses of the New Mexico legislature
passed a bill to extend for 8 years the 10% state tax credit
for residential, commercial, and agricultural solar
installations and upgrades, both utility-connected and offgrid. But Governor Suzanna Martinez refused to sign that
bill by the deadline, resulting in a pocket veto. That bill
would have gradually lowered the tax credit starting in
2019 until it reached 5% in 2024. Environmental and
clean energy groups, including NMSEA, worked
diligently to get the governor to sign the bill, but to no
avail. You can express your displeasure by calling the
governor’s chief of staff, Keith Gardner, at 505-4762200.
This bill was a great piece of business friendly, job
creating, environment-saving legislation. Allan Sindelar,
an NMSEA Advisory Board member, circulated some
key facts about this tax credit. According to the National
(Continued on page 7)
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PNM is Greenwashing Its Plan
for More Coal and Nuclear
By Karen Paramanandam
Hello, New Mexico. It is with great respect for the
people of this state that I feel I must speak up. I miss the
days of truth in advertising. It is amazing to me that
PNM gets away with the outrageous claims they make in
their full-scale PR assault on the good people of New
Mexico. Every time we see a PNM advertisement these
days, it is full of half truths and exaggerated statistics.
“More Sol. Less Coal” is PNM’s latest spin in their
“green” campaign, but what they aren’t telling you is
that PNM is in fact adding more coal and barely
scratching the surface in their adoption of “Sol.” Here is
the truth…they are proposing to bring more coal, nuclear
and natural gas into the mix at a cost to ratepayers of $66
million annually1. This cost does not include any future
carbon or coal regulations that might be incurred, nor
does it factor future rises in fossil fuel costs. Their claim
in the ad that they will have cumulatively invested more
than $270 million in solar by the end of 2015 is true, but
solar only accounts for a measly 2 percent of the whole.
This is a tiny fraction of what PNM could be harnessing
in a state that is recognized as the second-best state in the
nation for solar power.
To add insult to injury, PNM has asked our Public
Regulatory Commission (PRC) to approve a tax on
rooftop solar producers beginning in 2016. That means
that PNM wants to fine anyone who chooses to invest
their hard-earned money in a solar electric system that is
tied to their grid after 2015. If the PRC approves this tax,
solar electric adoption and development in our state that
boasts more than 310 days of sunshine annually will
come to a screeching halt. If, in fact, PNM is claiming to
be working towards reliability and affordability in an
environmentally responsible manner, they would not be
proposing to tax solar consumers. Also buried in their
plan for more “Sol” is the fact that they plan to “sunset
the banking option for new [distributed generation]
customers,”2 - replacing it with monthly payments for
excess energy that is produced. This will significantly
impact the financial payback on the solar installation.
Once again, PNM is putting their shareholders above
their ratepayers. PNM already profits from residential
and small commercial solar producers as they are
actually producing clean, efficient power for their
neighbors and generating cash for PNM. Solar producers
create energy for PNM at no capital cost to PNM. PNM
then purchases excess energy from residential solar
customers at about 3¢, the wholesale rate, and sells it to
neighboring residents at 9¢, the retail rate. You tell me –
who is the winner in that math equation?
Arguments related to the antiquated notion that solar
producers are not paying their fair share have fallen flat
in other states around the country. What’s more, our
PRC should order a comprehensive study on the true
economic and environmental benefits of distributed
NMSEA

generation and renewable energy vs. fossil fuels on our
grid before handing over ratepayers’ hard-earned money
to PNM.
Let’s do this together, New Mexico. Tell the PRC
that you oppose PNM’s replacement power plan; go to
http://petitions.moveon.org/sign/i-oppose-pnmsreplacement?source=c.em&r_by=8731784.
1

New Energy Economy:
http://www.newenergyeconomy.org/replacement_power

2

PNM’s Progress for Power website:
http://powerforprogress.com/forging-a-new-path/dec2014-rate-filing/

Karen Paramanandam is an
employee owner and Marketing
Director for Positive Energy Solar
with over 18 years of experience in
business. She is committed to
sustainable business and is deeply
involved with various civic and
professional organizations in New
Mexico that strive to do business
better. Karen is the coordinator for
the Los Alamos Sustainable Energy
Network (LASE), is on the Board of
the Santa Fe Green Chamber of Commerce, is a trustee
with the Santa Fe Area Home Builders Association
remodelers council, and is on the Advisory Board of
NMSEA. In her "free" time she serves on the Board of
The Santa Fe Art Institute.
Positive Energy Solar is an employee-owned company
and the largest certified Benefits Corporation in New
Mexico. This is a distinction earned for providing good
wages, benefits, and growth opportunities for team
members, contributing to schools and non-profits,
delivering 100 percent satisfaction to its customers, and
selecting products for long term performance and low
environmental impact. Positive Energy Solar is New
Mexico’s leading residential and commercial solar
installer. Visit www.positiveenergysolar.com.
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Distributed Generation is Best

NMSEA Partners with
Intersolar North America

By Michael Lipkan, NMSEA Advisory Board
Scientific evidence supports the conclusion that fossil
fuels should remain in the ground for the sake of future
generations of people and the biosphere of Earth. Any
acceptable plan for enhancing the San Juan Generating
Station (SJGS) capability should help minimize the use
of fossil fuels as quickly as possible.
Any use of fossil fuels used should result in chemical
compounds that effectively sequester carbon in very
stable, non-volatile, and environmentally benign forms.
Hence the need for renewable energy systems that use
mostly "net zero carbon" augmented by some "net neutral
carbon." Granted, nuclear power is relatively clean
energy from a carbon point of view. Life cycle carbon
debt remains high for nuclear power because of the
equipment and infrastructure "carbon" costs associated
with nuclear power generation.
A proper plan will probably cause lower monetary
profit for SJGS owners and stakeholders in the short term
and for quite a while into the future. A proper plan
improves overall environmental benefits and especially
global warming mitigation. These benefits trump the
need for short term profits for the owners and
stakeholders of SJGS.
Smaller turbines are easier to mass produce and
because of their inherently modular potential allow creating scalable systems by adding or subtracting modules as
needed. Smaller turbines help us move faster to distributed electricity generation, while keeping the ability to
phase out existing big centralized power generating stations. Flex fuel turbines that use steam to drive the fans
are adaptable to locally available fuel resources.
Distributed generation of electricity allows many
combinations of systems for using waste heat and water
that are requisite for turbine electric generators. Great
power is in the combinations!
Concluding, I think the best upgrade for the SJGS
optimizes by using mostly renewable energy from wind
and solar generators, modular combined cycle turbines,
and only temporary use of nuclear power from Arizona's
Palo Verde generators. We should be encouraging energy
independence everywhere by moving as quickly as
possible toward distributed systems.
Investment in large, centralized equipment will result
in stranded costs as the future becomes more
decentralized because of inexorable progress towards
smart grids for distributing electricity. Ubiquitous
computing is making these grids ever more realistic as
time passes.
Let's build the future instead of constantly bowing to
the vested interests that resist change.
☼
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By Rolf Nitsche, NMSEA Board Member
NMSEA has signed a Cooperation Agreement with
Solar Promotion International, GmbH, for the joint promotion of Intersolar North America 2015. The Intersolar
NA conference will be held July 13-15, 2015 at the InterContinental Hotel in San Francisco, CA. The associated
trade show exhibition will take place July 14-16 at the
Moscone Center adjacent to the Hotel. (See photos 1, 2,
and 3 on the opposite page.)
Intersolar North America takes place annually. Since
its establishment in 2008, the exhibition and conference
have developed into the premier platform for the solar
industry in North America. The exhibition focuses on the
areas of photovoltaics, PV production technologies,
energy storage, and solar thermal technologies. It is colocated with SEMICON West, and since its founding has
become the international industry's meeting point for
manufacturers, suppliers, distributors, service providers,
and partners of the solar industry.
Last year’s Intersolar NA conference was cohosted
with the annual conference of the American Solar Energy
Society (ASES), of which NMSEA represents the local
chapter for New Mexico. You can find some of the NM
based solar businesses like Affordable Solar, Array Technologies, CFV Solar Test Laboratory, Direct Power and
Water, and Unirac at the trade show, maintaining existing
and developing new business in the most advanced solar
market in the US. The topic of energy storage was
moving into the focus at Intersolar NA last year. This
year the ees™ – electrical energy storage - takes the stage
as a Special Exhibition introducing state-of-the-art
storage and smart power management solutions for
mostly the residential and commercial users. This will be
the first ees™ North America event in California, the
state where 40% of all U.S. energy storage projects are
located.
Multiple companies are offering specific product
trainings per separate registration to earn training certifications, e.g. to maintain the NABCEP certification
parallel to the exhibition.
If you are lucky, you get a ticket to the by-invitationonly event of the “Solar Battle of the Bands,” a competi
tion for the best of show of employee music bands staffed
by of some well known Solar companies (photo 4). This
year’s event will be on July 15, 2015; see
www.solarbattleofthebands.com.
The promotion of Intersolar NA 2015 will introduce
NMSEA to a wider audience with the focus on the
Western US Sunshine States. NMSEA members planning
to attend Intersolar NA will be offered discounted conference registration and free admission to the exhibition.
NMSEA will also receive a few VIP passes for the trade
show exhibition, including free access to the Solar
Summerfest, the major networking event on July 14,
(photo 5), and some other advantages. The VIP passes
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will be available as first come first serve when we have
more details about the registration process. (If you get a
free VIP Pass and later can’t make it to the show, please
contact our office to let other NMSEA members have
advantage of these passes, if possible.) More specific
information about registration for NMSEA members will
follow in separate emails to the membership soon.
In total, 530 exhibitors and 17,473 trade visitors from
74 countries participated in 2014. The conference
featured 40 sessions and 19 workshops with more than
200 speakers. Intersolar's storied history of international
exhibitions and conferences spans more than 20 years.
Taking place in addition to Intersolar North America in
San Francisco are Intersolar India in Mumbai, Intersolar
China in Beijing, and Intersolar South America in São
Paulo. The world’s largest exhibition for the solar
industry is Intersolar Europe in Munich.
For more information on Intersolar North America
please visit: http://www.intersolar.us/
☼

Photo 3: Trade Show Exhibits

Photo 1: 2014 Intersolar NA conference opening session

Photo 4: Battle of the Bands 2014

Photo 2: Trade Show Exhibits

Photo 5: 2014 Solar Summerfest

NMSEA
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(PNM’s Future, Continued from page 1)

of its PRC rate case costs from its own customers. The
PRC’s meager budget is paid for by NM taxpayers. Other
groups or businesses wishing to have a say (intervene) in
these PRC cases are required to pay their own legal costs.
These rules strongly favor PNM at the expense of PNM
customers.
Remedy – reduce or eliminate regulated utilities’ ability
to pass on PRC rate case expenses to their customers.
2) It’s common knowledge that more than a few
members of the PRC staff are ex-PNM employees. The
current PRC Electrical Engineering Chief retired from
PNM. This isn’t illegal in NM, and in theory it should
give PRC staff valuable insights into PNM’s complicated
proposals. Alas, that rarely seems to happen. The PRC
staff almost never questions PNM’s financial statements.
During the San Juan Case hearings, for example, it came
to light that PNM had underestimated their plan’s cost to
PNM rate-payers by almost one billion dollars. Was
PNM’s series of financial blunders discovered by the
PRC staff? Nope. Outside groups, led by New Energy
Economy, uncovered those gigantic $$$ underestimates
by renting expensive utility cost modeling software and
carefully checking PNM’s numbers.
Remedy – Tighten rules regarding possible PRC staff
“conflict of interest.” Limit the number of ex-PNM
staffers. Require the PRC to lease the same utility cost
modeling software that PNM uses and double-check
PNM’s cost figures. Allow qualified case “interveners” to
use this software for a reasonable fee.
3) Many important factors that should influence PRC
decisions regarding the “public interest” - like impacts on
health costs, long term environmental degradation, and
climate change contributions – are difficult to quantify
precisely, and as a result are completely left out of
PNM’s cost/benefit spreadsheets and out of PRC cost/
benefit decision-making.
Remedy – It may be reasonable to question some hard
-to-estimate costs and benefits, but it certainly isn’t
reasonable or responsible to completely ignore them.
Take an average of several estimates from qualified
independent sources, and even cut that number in half if
necessary, but don’t use ZERO.
There are a handful of alternatives and options
for “regulating” electric utilities. Some of them have
been in use in New Mexico for many decades. Let’s take
a quick look:
Deregulation: New Mexico consider ed der egulating electric utilities over a decade ago. Deregulation
relies on “free market competition” to keep electricity
rates in check. Allowing competition in distributing electricity isn’t really practical. (Who wants different sets of
power lines from different companies?) But allowing
competition in generating electricity has become a very
real option. Wouldn’t it be nice if you had a choice about
who to buy electricity from? PNM doesn’t think so.
Decoupling: PNM and other r egulated utilities
generate AND distribute electricity. They recover their
NMSEA

costs and make their profits by billing their customers for
the amount of electricity they use. When electricity
demand goes down for any reason including energy
efficiency initiatives, customer owned PV, or a slow
economy, utility fixed costs stay the same and utility
profits suffer. Decoupling schemes let utilities recover
some of their fixed distribution costs by imposing an
added customer fee that is independent of how much
electricity the customer uses. PNM is proposing this in its
2014 Rate Case. Will decoupling really encourage
utilities like PNM to ease their opposition to energy efficiency initiatives and rooftop solar? Probably not. Most
decoupling schemes simply re-arrange the utility monopoly’s billing rules without adding any benefits for utility
customers. PNM customers who use the least amount of
electricity will be penalized the most by PNM’s decoupling plan.
Electrical co-ops: Ther e ar e sixteen r ur al electr ic
distribution cooperatives in New Mexico. Established to
provide electricity to rural customers, co-ops were
created with the help of massive Federal subsidies. They
revolutionized life in rural New Mexico. NM co-ops typically own and maintain their own electrical distribution
infrastructure (grid), and they purchase power from
regional utilities like Tri-State Electric. Electrical distribution co-ops essentially “decouple” generation costs
from distribution costs by design. Co-op ownercustomers like to save money by using less electricity, so
co-ops encourage and support energy efficiency programs and products that utilities like PNM do not. But
electricity suppliers like Tri-State limit competition by
discouraging co-ops from generating their own electricity
or buying electricity from anyone else.
Municipal Utilities: Far mington, Gallup, and Los
Alamos have utilities that belong to the city or town.
Municipal utilities usually own and maintain their own
grid. Often they own electrical generating capacity;
sometimes they buy power from other utilities. They are
free to make their own electrical power decisions - for
better or for worse - and they are answerable to local
voters. These three NM municipal utilities have recently
moved away from relying on PNM.
Government Facilities: Some lar ge gover nment
facilities have enough “clout” to be able to negotiate with
multiple utilities for the best deal. Kirtland Air Force
Base is an example.
Micro-Grids and Community Solar: Micr o-grids
and community solar systems are able to generate power
and distribute it to a relatively small area or neighborhood. Military bases and some “mission critical” facilities have had backup micro-grids for some time. A newer
version of the micro-grid is based on PV plus high-tech
batteries and/or fuel cell generation. PNM could invest in
and finance micro-grids and community solar installations. Instead, PNM “discourages” such projects in its
territory.
Off-Grid Solar: This option has been available to sundrenched New Mexican homeowners for decades. With
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the plummeting cost of PV systems and the introduction
of cost-effective energy storage options, this will soon be
an alternative that seriously threatens PNM’s business
model.
PNM management’s plan for NM’s future is
“condensed” in the PNM San Juan Case and in the 2014
PNM Rate Case:
 keep burning coal at all cost,
 expose PNM rate-payers to huge future financial
risks,
 put a stop to non-PNM-owned solar PV and wind
installations,
 put NM’s fast-growing PV installation companies out
of business,
 install the minimum amount of pollution controls
possible,
 pretend climate change doesn’t exist,
 always choose the cheapest option, and ignore the
long-term cost to rate-payers,
 install the minimum amount of renewable energy
generating capacity possible,
 ignore the cost benefits to PNM of distributed generation,
 add fixed fees and increase electricity rates as much
as possible,
 increase electricity rates the most for the poorest New
Mexicans,
 make sure residential customers can’t benefit from
off-peak rates or smart meters,
 refuse to adapt PNM’s business model to the changing market for electricity,
 “invest” in lobbying and legal battles instead of
upgrading generating plants and modernizing the
grid,
 “invest” in advertising and P.R. instead of acting in
the best interests of New Mexicans.
If PNM’s plan for the future was the best choice for
New Mexicans, then “what’s good for PNM, is good for
everyone” would ring true. But that’s clearly not the case.
PNM management strongly believes that PNM can use its
financial muscle and political connections to impose its
will on the NMPRC and thereby on all PNM ratepayers.
And in spite of PNM’s recent embarrassing set-backs, in
the very near term that may even turn out to be the case.
But the near term will soon be yesterday. When the sun
comes up tomorrow, who is going to save PNM from the
consequences of PNM management’s mismanagement?
It’s time that New Mexicans re-think how we “regulate” electric utilities like PNM.
☼
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ABQ Chapter Meetings
You are invited to join us on the 4th Tuesday of
odd-numbered months for a couple of hours of
"energy" and education. NMSEA monthly Chapter
Meetings in Albuquerque are FREE and open to the
public. We meet next on May 26 at 6:00 PM at the
REI store, 1550 Mercantile Ave NE, 87107. We
have a variety of speakers and expert-led discussions
at each meeting. Come hang out with other concerned citizens to learn how you can do your part, as
we all transition toward a more sustainable lifestyle.
Share your project successes with us! Experts and
novices are all encouraged to attend. We hope that
you will join us!

(Tax Credit Veto, Continued from page 1)
Renewable Energy Laboratory Jobs and Economic Development Impact Model, the economic benefits of the tax
credit in 2014 were about $13.1 million in earnings plus
$24.8 million in economic activity, and the state’s
investment was only about $3 million. It was estimated to
produce about 254 jobs for direct system installations,
other construction and supply chain activities, and other
“induced” jobs. These predictions were based on data
from the New Mexico Energy Conservation and Management Division. Even without an economic multiplier, the
benefit was estimated to be $5.4 million in earnings from
direct jobs. These estimates are comparable to tax credit
studies done in other states, including Oregon, Hawaii,
and North Carolina, where the results were break-even or
better, to say nothing of the reduction in carbon generation and other pollution that helps save the environment.
Whenever you speak to a New Mexico legislator, ask
them to put this bill back at the top of their list next year.
Maybe the politics will have shifted enough by then that
even Governor Martinez will reconsider.
☼
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ABQ City Council’s Rejection of PNM
Plan Looks Forward, Not Back
By Janet Bridgers, NMSEA Vice President
The Albuquerque City Council’s six-to-three vote on
April 6 withdrawing support from PNM’s plan for future
power generation delivered another blow to the utility’s
campaign for plan approval. Currently awaiting decision
by the PRC, the plan had previously lost support from the
City of Farmington, the Albuquerque Bernalillo County
Water Utility Authority, the Renewable Energy Industries
Association, the New Mexico Independent Power Producers, and Western Resource Advocates.
Could it be that errors PNM made in its cost-estimating
have so badly damaged faith in the plan? Councilman Brad
Winter said, “there were many unanswered questions.” In
sponsoring the resolution, he questioned whether PNM’s
plan was really the best approach.
But could the City Council’s decision also finally mark
the point where New Mexicans from both political parties
cease to ignore the elephant in the room? Can there really
be anyone who thinks global warming isn't having an
effect here, when we see temperatures in the high 70s in
March?
And yet, PNM's plan calls for keeping two aging,
carbon-spewing, coal-burning plants going for the next 20
to 30 years, augmented by power from the Palo Verde
Nuclear Plant in Arizona, natural gas peaking plants and a
small amount of solar generation.
That part about the solar generation really catches in
the craw of those who actually pay attention to what PNM
does. The 40 MW of solar power they mention has already
been approved by the PRC as part of the state's renewable
energy portfolio.
And even if it weren't, why only 40 MW of renewable
energy generation under a plan we'll be stuck with for
decades—in a state that has some of the best potential for
wind and solar generation in the world? PNM just seems to
want to use this token solar energy component for marketing purposes, and we’ve all seen their “More Sol, Less
Coal” slogan. Technically true, but…
The informed public that the Public Service Company
of New Mexico claims to serve realizes that it’s time for
our state to take more responsibility for its future by
abandoning coal-burning power plants. The long-term prospects for a New Mexico without adequate rain and snow
are absolutely frightening. We can’t desalinate ocean water
like California, and our struggling economy can’t afford
buying water from neighboring states. Since there is no
alternative to water, the state will simply depopulate
without it. Councilman Benton said he did not feel PNM
was “focused on the possibility of long-term drought.”
Absolutely true! As a publicly held corporation,
PNM’s primary mission is to serve its stockholders, not the
state’s future or the ratepayers that guarantee its profits.
The PRC could potentially make a decision that will
have more impact on the state’s future than anything else
that's happened in Santa Fe in years. They could send PNM
NMSEA

back to the drawing board by saying "no" to its submitted
San Juan Plan, which would be a wake-up call, as well as
a major inconvenience, for PNM. It was pointed out that
PNM has not issued RFPs for power replacement at San
Juan. There are no other sources providing cost estimates
to corroborate PNM’s paternalistic “because I say so”
statements that “this is the best plan.”
Other suggestions were made for San Juan by highly
knowledgeable individuals in comments to the City
Council. The options they suggested included concepts,
such as shutting down three of the four, not just two, and
also replacing all four with a combined cycle natural gas
plant assisted by utility scale concentrating solar
technologies. There were numerous comments made on
the falling cost of wind and solar that now make those
options competitive with coal generation and how coalburning plants have become obsolete as a result.
The Albuquerque City Council with its veto-proof
vote told PNM it’s time to say goodbye to coal!
☼

Energy/Utility Investments
Closing share prices compared to the DOW index:
4/24/15

2/27/15
4/25/14
First Solar (FSLR):
$63.43
$59.75
$68.63
Market Vectors, Solar Energy ETF (KWT):
$88.79
$75.41
$81.31
PNM Resources (PNM):
$28.57
$28.55
$28.03
Dow Jones Industrial Average ($INDU):
18,080
18,133
16,361
Crude Oil//barrel (NYMEX futures)
$57.15
$49.76
$100.60
Natural Gas/mmBtu
$2.53
$2.73
$4.65
Gasoline/gal
$2.01
$1.77
$3.08
NG and gasoline are national averages.
Selected prices provided for relative information,
only; NMSEA does not recommend specific investments. All investments involve risk; invest cautiously.
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Is Driving Electric Vehicles
Actually Cleaner and Greener?

PNM and Electric Vehicles
By Gary Vaughn, NMSEA President
The latest PR “Greenwashing” effort by PNM promotes their “free” Electric Vehicle Charging Stations in
Santa Fe and Albuquerque. There’s nothing wrong with
free EV charging stations, but wouldn’t it be nice if PNM
was really serious about supporting EVs in New Mexico?
The suggestion has been made that in spite of our distain
for PNM’s tactics, we might want to support PNM’s EV
program anyway to underline that fact that there’s strong
support for EVs in NM. Worth considering, but first
consider the following:
The March 21 issue of The Economist (a venerable
British magazine) reported that “More than 14,000
electric vehicles are now registered in Georgia; California
is the only state with more.” As reported in the article,
three things are responsible for extremely conservative
Georgia’s EV boom –
1) Generous state incentives (on top of Federal incentives) for EV owners,
2) “Local power companies have helped by offering offpeak prices of 1.3 cents per kilowatt hour for charging the cars at night,”
3) The (Republican) President of the Georgia Senate
drives an EV.
As documented in Wayne Evelo’s article in the
March/April SunPaper and by Jim Barrera’s comments
and article at right, PNM’s current policies actually discourage electr ic vehicle owner ship.
Alas, it’s going to get even worse here in PNMlandia. PNM customers just received a formal document
from PNM dealing with the upcoming 2014 PNM Rate
Case. The document lists the before and after cost
impacts of PNM’s proposal on the various PNM
customer “rate classes.” Fascinating reading for those of
us who are intrigued by PNM’s intrigues. On page 5 of
that document, you’ll find PNM’s proposed changes to
residential “time-of-use” (off-peak nighttime) rates.
Guess what? PNM is proposing to almost double those
off-peak rates from 6.6 cents to just over 12 cents per
kWh. That’s in addition to the special customer charge
and the special meter charge. So 1.3 cents per kWh in
Georgia, and 10X that in NM. Seems reasonable, que no?
Bottom line – EV owners who are unfortunate
enough to be PNM customers are SOL.
And don’t think that you can install a PV system to
escape PNM’s clutches. PNM’s “Distributed Generation
Interconnection Fee,” along with big changes in netmetering rules, will assure that PNM will be able to
“socket” to you sooner or later.
If you’re not a PNM customer, then you have nothing
to worry about – right? Wrong. As soon as PNM’s Rate
Case proposal is approved, all other regulated utilities in
NM will ask for and receive the same rules. That’s only
“fair and equitable,” isn’t it?
The only thing standing between you and PNM’s
proposed rules are 5 PRC Commissioners. Keep those
cards and letters flowing.
☼
NMSEA

By Jim Barrera, NMSEA Board Secretary

On April 15, I and a few other NMSEA members
attended a media event put on by PNM to show off their
new free fast electric vehicle (EV) charging stations
being installed at several locations around Albuquerque
and in Santa Fe. PNM Senior Vice President of Public
Policy Ron Darnell spoke that morning about his company’s commitment to reducing carbon emissions by
supporting EV adoption among the public, and also by
converting PNM’s fleet of vehicles to electric. As we
have seen repeatedly, PNM’s public relations ballyhoo
often belies their actions. While their adoption of EVs
may save them money (by using their own electricity as
fuel rather than buying gasoline and diesel), this conversion will actually INCREASE their carbon emissions.
Essentially every major automobile manufacturer
now offers EV and/or plug-in hybrid electric vehicle
(PHEV) models. With the federal tax credit of up to
$7,500 for buying a new EV, driving electric seems to be
an attractive option for environmentally-conscious consumers. But how much of an impact does switching from a
gasoline automobile to an EV really make? An EV
certainly has zero tailpipe emissions, as it has no tailpipe
at all! But it does, of course, require input energy. And
the generator of that energy may have a “tailpipe” somewhere, possibly a giant one. So let’s compare one’s
gasoline car options with EV options on the basis of
greenhouse-inducing carbon dioxide emissions.
At the event, PNM displayed some of their new Ford
Fusion Energi and Chevrolet Volt vehicles. Let’s
compare the standard gasoline Ford Fusion model with
the Ford Fusion Energi PHEV. The gasoline Fusion’s
EPA fuel economy is 29 MPG combined city/highway
for the basic 1.5-liter 4-cylinder front wheel drive automatic transmission model. That means that for every mile
driven, on average, a Fusion will burn 0.0345 gallons of
gasoline. Now here’s a constant value that we’ll need for
our analysis: burning one gallon of gasoline releases
8,887 grams of carbon dioxide (CO2). While under realworld conditions this value may vary somewhat depending on the quality of the gasoline and how well-tuned the
engine is, this is the number that the U.S. EPA and
Department of Transportation have agreed on as the standard value, assuming that all of the carbon in the hydrocarbon gasoline is converted by complete combustion
into CO2. So using this value, driving one mile in a
Fusion will produce 306 grams of CO2.
Now let’s look at the Ford Fusion Energi. The Fusion
Energi is a PHEV, meaning that it has a gasoline engine
on board as well as a battery electric drive system. The
driver can select an EV mode to drive on just battery
power or an “auto” mode that uses battery power when
possible and the gas engine when needed. For this
comparison, we’ll assume the Fusion Energi is being
driven in electric mode only, and that no gasoline is
(Continued on page 10)
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(Electric Vehicles, Continued from page 9)

burned. When running exclusively on electricity, the
2015 Ford Fusion Energi has an EPA fuel economy
rating of 88 MPGe. “MPGe” is a rating adopted by the
EPA in 2010 that means “miles per gallon of gasoline
equivalent.” It is a measure of the miles which a vehicle
can travel on an amount of energy equivalent to the
energy in one gallon of gasoline. Now it’s time to introduce another constant value we’ll need: one gallon of
gasoline contains 33.7 kilowatt hours (kWh) of energy.
So by dividing these values, we get: 88 miles/gallon/33.7
kWh/gallon = 2.61 miles/kWh.
So, how much CO2 is put into the atmosphere when
someone pulls one kWh of electricity from an outlet to
charge their EV? This can vary a lot depending on how
that electricity is generated. For PNM, the 2012 resource
mix of electricity generated that they report on their
website is: 62% coal, 22% nuclear, 10% natural gas, and
6% wind and solar. Using emissions data compiled by the
Union of Concerned Scientists for each of these individual sources, we can sum up the total greenhouse gas
emissions for this resource mix, in terms of grams of CO2
equivalent per kWh (gCO2e/kWh).
Source
emissions
Coal
1106
Natural Gas
609
Nuclear
19
Wind & Solar
38
TOTAL

share
x62%
x22%
x10%
x 6%
100%

fighting to increase the proportion of clean renewable
energy in our portfolio, then driving electric can become
greener than driving on gasoline. But as for now, PNM’s
move to replace their Ford Fusions with Ford Fusion
Energi PHEVs will actually increase their CO2 emissions.
But this inconvenient truth does not stand in the way of
their public relations staff’s ability to generate hot air
emissions.
Jim Barrera is a Lifetime Member of NMSEA and
has served on the Board of Directors since 2009. He is a
licensed civil engineer with 26 years of experience in
transportation systems planning, design, and construction.

contribution
= 686
= 134
= 2
= 2
824 gCO2e/kWh

These numbers include the full life cycle greenhouse
gas emissions involved in extracting, refining, and
delivering the fuel, building the generation plant, burning
the fuel for electricity, and transmission losses in delivering the electricity to the consumer. Drawing 1 kWh of
PNM electricity from your outlet is responsible for generating about 824 grams of CO2e. Knowing this value
allows us to calculate the carbon emissions of the Ford
Fusion Energi: 824 gCO2e/kWh/2.61 miles/kWh = 316 g
CO2e per mile driven. That’s a little bit more greenhouse
gas emissions than the gasoline Ford Fusion, about 3%
more.
So, this shows that the carbon footprint of driving an
EV charged on PNM’s predominantly coal power may be
greater than driving an efficient gasoline vehicle. But
what about other vehicle choices? As we noted at the
beginning, there are many EV model choices out there, as
well as hybrids and PHEVs. The table below gives the
mileage and CO2 emissions for several popular models.
The surprising takeaway here is that the EVs do not
necessarily have a lower carbon footprint than other automobiles, especially the high-mileage hybrids. And even
some plug-in hybrids have worse carbon footprints than
some efficient conventional gasoline cars. As stated
above, this analysis assumes that the EVs and PHEVs are
being charged exclusively on PNM’s dirty coal power.
And this is where our opportunity lies: if we continue
NMSEA
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Monte’s Solar Cars are
in India Schools
by Karlis Viceps, NMSEA Past President
Many of you know that NMSEA Past President
Monte Ogdahl passed away last September after a long
illness (Nov/Dec SunPaper, p. 11). You might be surprised to know that Monte Ogdahl’s reach extended far
beyond New Mexico. I had been contacted by friends of
mine that were traveling back to India this past July of
2014 to give them some helpful tips on teaching others
about solar energy. Michelle and Andy Heath are the
parents of Alana and Brendan, and all of them have generously gone to regions in India in the past and become
involved with improving the quality of life for the people
in very rural and poor communities. This last trip was to
build upon their previous efforts of bringing portable
solar electrical lighting to the region of Ladakh. This
replaces unhealthy cow-patty fires and kerosene lamps.
When Michelle and her daughter Alana asked for
solar education material, I immediately pointed them to
the NMSEA website and solar curriculum. This was a
perfect match for their needs. And then they connected
with Monte. Monte’s solar toy cars traveled with Alana
to be left with the science teachers of the region. Monte
may not have known of the details of this journey his
solar cars took, so I asked Alana to provide all of us
readers of the SunPaper a snippet of their educational
outreach in Ladakh, India.
Alana’s Alta Solar Project gave educational programs
in three schools:
1) Lamdon Model Senior Secondary school in Leh,
250 students reached in Standards 9 and 10;
2) Druk White Lotus School in Shey, 200 students
reached in Standards 9 and 10;
3) Mahabodhi Residential School in Choglamsar, 75
students reached in Standards 8 and 9.
The goals of these Educational Programs are:
 Increase knowledge of advantages and disadvantages
of traditional and renewable energy options,
 Present the benefits of solar in Ladakh,
 Provide a base of knowledge so that the students can
be informed decision makers about energy choices as
they become adults in their community,
The story below is in Alana’s words:
I stood on the school auditorium stage in front of 250
curious and courteous Ladakhi high school age students
(photo at right). The previous week all these kids had
spent time with the Dalai Lama listening to talks he gave
in a field in Ladakh, India, that is adjacent to his personal
home. I knew the bar was set high.
Speaking just a tad slower in English, their third language, helped calm my nerves as I waded in to present
the material that Michelle had found on the NMSEA
website and we had worked to prepare. These kids were
interested in learning about renewable energy possibilities and became visibly sparked when shown the results
of the solar electrification project I had initiated in
NMSEA

Ladakh and the recent photos from the first year of the
pilot phase. As my talk wound down, I told them about
the special solar powered toy cars we had brought to
show them and then leave with their science teacher. I
laughed as 250 excited kids surrounded Brendan, my
brother, who was going to demonstrate and supervise this
part of our presentation. Brendan completely disappeared
under the sea of students, and to say the cars were a hit is
an understatement! Theory is wonderful, but practice is
convincing.
I thought for a moment of Monte, from whom I had
purchased the cars back home in New Mexico. When I
had spoken with him, he was very happy to know his toy
car creations were going to "Little Tibet" in India. I hope
he felt the special joy and the power of understanding he
was a part of that day.
Alana Heath grew up in Taos and traveled extensively
around the U.S. Since 2007, she has spent significant
time in northern India, first teaching and since 2012
working in the alternative energy sector. She studied
sustainable development focusing on renewable energy.
She is founder and Project Manager of Alta Solar Project
and simultaneously works in international and domestic
microfinance. See www.altasolarproject.com.
☼

Alana at Ladakhi High School. Copyright photo by
Quinn Wharton.

Monte Ogdahl with kids assembling solar cars at the
2013 Solar Fiesta.
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The SunPaper
New Mexico Solar Energy Association
1009 Bradbury Dr. SE
Albuquerque, NM, 87106
www.nmsolar.org

Mission Statement: We promote clean, renewable energy and sustainability in
New Mexico through education, empowerment, collaboration and advocacy.
Please consider investing your time and/or money
toward solar energy education through NMSEA.
Vision Statement: We envision a thriving, bio-diverse earth, with civilization
powered by clean, renewable and sustainable energy from the sun.

Coming Events
May 7

Board of Directors Meeting, Thur sday (not Tuesday), NMSEA office, 1009 Br adbury Dr. SE,
Albuquerque, 87106. Meeting at 6:00 PM, starting with potluck dinner at 5:30. Members welcome.

May 8-10, 16-17
PV Design and Installation Class taught by Mar lene Br own and Taiyoko Sadewic. Sponsor ed by
SolarizeNM. For class details and registration go to https://sites.google.com/site/nmcpnorg/home. For
more information email Marlene at: nmcpn.org@gmail.com
May 26

Albuquerque Chapter Meetings, Four th Tuesdays at REI, 1550 Mercantile NE, 6:00 to 8:00 PM,
odd numbered months, only.

July 14-16

InterSolar North America 2015 Conference, San Fr ancisco Inter continental Hotel and Moscone
Center trade show and exhibition. See article on page 4.

Check our online event calendar at http://www.nmsolar.org/Pages/Events.aspx for the latest event listing.
NMSEA
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